
 

Doane University 

Course Information 

BUS 628 
Legal Issues and Public Policy 
Summer Term (May 21 – July 22) 
3 Credit Hours 

Instructor Information 
Edward “Ed” F. Hoffman 
Doane University  

Contact Information 
Office: Contact instructor by email to schedule a meeting 
Email Address: edward.hoffman@doane.edu or ed@cadalaw.com 
Phone: (402) 477-2233 (Ed’s law firm phone number) 
Fax: (402) 477-2286 (Ed’s law firm fax number - email is preferable) 
 
Communicating With the Instructor 
This course uses a “three before me” policy in regards to student to faculty communications. 
When questions arise during the course of this class, please remember to check these three 
sources for an answer before asking me to reply to your individual questions: 

1. Course syllabus 
2. Announcements in Blackboard 
3. The “Question Center” discussion board 

This policy will help you in potentially identifying answers before I can get back to you and it 
also helps your instructor from answering similar questions or concerns multiple times. 
 
If you cannot find an answer to your question, please first post your question to the “Water 
Cooler” discussion board. Here your question can be answered to the benefit of all students 
by either your fellow students who know the answer to your question or the instructor. You 
are encouraged to answer questions from other students in the discussion forum when you 
know the answer to a question in order to help provide timely assistance. 
 
If you have questions of a personal nature such as relating a personal emergency, 
questioning a grade on an assignment, or something else that needs to be communicated 
privately, you are welcome to contact me via email or phone. My preference is that you will 
try to email me first. Please allow 24 hours for me to respond to emails Monday-Friday and 
48 hours on the weekend.  
 
If you have a question about the technology being used in the course, please contact the 
Doane University Help Desk for assistance (contact information is listed below ). 

Course Catalog Description  
This course covers principles of law associated with the employment relationship. Students will learn the 
federal, state, and local laws that impact decision-making and business practice, understand the legal 
process as it relates to employment issues, and develop the ability to research legal issues effectively. 
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Topics include the hiring process, employment at-will, wrongful discharge, employment discrimination, 
harassment in the workplace, leaves of absence, employee privacy issues, wage and hour issues, and 
collective bargaining.  Students learn how to organize and create a fair and positive working environment 
and how to design appropriate and effective ways to conduct investigations into employee misconduct. 
 

Course Overview 
This course provides the student with a basic understanding of select U.S. employment laws 
and regulations that affect employers and employees, discusses various forms of 
discrimination in the workplace and ultimately allows students to understand how to avoid 
legal problems in the employment setting.    

Course Prerequisites  
BUS 602 (Human Resources Management) 

Course Textbook and Materials 
Required 

Employment Law, New Challenges in the Business Environment 
Sixth Edition 
Author: John Jude Moran 
ISBN: 13: 978-0133075229 

 

Learning Objectives 
Course Objectives 

1. Describe	the	employer/employee	relationship	including	duties	of	employees,	employee	

selection	and	employee	testing	in	order	to	ensure	accurate	and	complete	employee	files	for	

potential	future	litigation.	

2. Analyze	employee	issues	including	privacy,	theft	and	whistle-blowing	under	applicable	Federal	

law,	including	the	Federal	Whistleblower	Protection	Act,	in	order	to	protect	employers	and	

employee	rights.	

3. Analyze	the	Federal	Civil	Rights	Act	of	1991,	affirmative	action	and	racial	discrimination	as	

defined	under	Federal	law	in	order	to	avoid	discrimination	suits.	

4. Define	sexual	discrimination	and	harassment,	including	sexual	orientation	issues,	under	

applicable	Federal	law,	including	Title	VII	of	the	Civil	Rights	Act,	in	order	to	ensure	fair	treatment	
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of	employees	and	in	order	to	avoid	discrimination	suits.	

5. Describe	religious	and	national	origin	discrimination	under	applicable	Federal	law,	including	the	

United	States	Constitution,	in	order	to	ensure	appropriate	workplace	accommodations	are	

available	and	to	avoid	allegations	of	discrimination.	

6. Evaluate	age	and	disability	discrimination	under	the	Older	Workers	Benefit	Protection	Act	and	

the	Americans	with	Disabilities	Act	in	order	to	avoid	allegations	of	discrimination.	

7. Evaluate	employment	regulations	dealing	with	unions	and	wage	and	hour	regulations	in	order	to	

ensure	management	compliance.	

8. Analyze	workplace	safety	laws	in	the	context	of	the	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	Act	and	

workers	compensation	laws	in	order	to	ensure	a	reduced	risk	work	environment.			

	
Unit Objectives 

Unit	1:	

1. Explain	and	distinguish	the	roles	of	an	employer,	employee	and	independent	contractor	by	
defining	their	employment	relationship	and	the	duties	of	each.	

2. Explain	the	elements	of	an	employment	agreement.	
3. Define	enforceable	noncompete	and	nondisclosure	agreements	and	their	legal	limits.	
4. Provide	examples	of	employer	liability	resulting	from	employee	conduct	in	the	context	of	

contract	and	tort	law.	
5. Explain	discrimination	in	the	context	of	employment	selection,	advertising,	recruitment	and	

promotions.	
6. Define	negligent	hiring	in	the	workplace.	
7. Define	some	of	the	typical	employee	tests	(Aptitude,	residency,	physical,	etc.)	used	by	

employers	and	their	appropriate	use.	
8. In	the	context	of	employee	drug	testing,	explain	the	importance	of	the	Fourth	Amendment	to	

the	U.S.	Constitution.	
Unit	2:	

1. Explain	privacy	rights	in	the	employment	setting	and	appropriate	employer	searches.	
2. Define	the	most	typical	forms	of	employee	theft	(conversion,	embezzlement,	etc.).	
3. Define	at-will	employment	and	valid	reasons	for	terminating	an	employee.	
4. Explain	how	an	employee	can	validly	contest	his/her	termination.	
5. Identify	and	describe	alternative	dispute	resolution	in	the	employment	context.	

Unit	3:	
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1. Briefly	explain	the	history	of	affirmative	action	and	describe	its	context	in	the	
employment	setting.	

2. List	and	describe	the	various	Federal	HR	laws	that	affect	civil	rights	including	the	Civil	
Rights	Act	of	1991	and	Title	VII	to	this	Act.	

3. Identify	and	describe	business	necessity,	glass	ceiling,	veteran	discrimination	and	
military	leave	issues	in	the	context	of	discrimination	in	the	workplace.	

4. Understand	the	origin	of	the	concept	of	affirmative	action	and	whether	it	is	still	needed.	
5. Discern	the	difference	between	court	ordered	affirmative	action	programs,	an	

affirmative	action	plan	and	a	quota.	
						6.	 Define	the	different	types	of	racial	discrimination	in	the	workplace	setting	and	the				
applicability	of	the	Fifth	Amendment	to	the	U.S.	Constitution	to	this	issue.	
	
Unit	4:	

1. Explain	the	need	for	protections	against	sexual	harassment	in	the	workplace.	
2. Be	aware	of	the	applicability	of	the	Federal	Equal	Pay	Act	in	the	workplace.	
3. Define	sexual	harassment	in	the	workplace	and	the	requirements	that	must	be	satisfied	

for	it	to	exist	in	the	workplace.	
4. Assess	a	scenario,	identify	the	appropriate	action	by	an	employer	and	management,	and	

define	a	valid	employer	plan	to	address	an	employee’s	allegation	of	sexual	harassment.	
5. Provide	an	example	of	a	sexual	harassment	policy	
6. Explain	what	pregnancy	discrimination	is	in	the	context	of	the	Pregnancy	Discrimination	

Act	and	how	to	avoid	it.	
7. Describe	the	Family	Medical	Leave	Act	explaining	when	it	is	applicable	and	define	a	

“serious	health	condition”	under	the	Act.	
8. Discuss	sexual	orientation	discrimination	and	the	protections	available	(or	not	

available).	
Unit	5:	

1. Demonstrate	knowledge	of	the	First	Amendment	to	the	U.S.	Constitution	by	explaining	
the	establishment	clause	and	the	free	exercise	clause	and	explaining	its	context	under	
Title	VII.	

2. Describe	a	workplace	scenario	involving	religious	accommodation,	identifying	the	facts,	
applicable	law	and	whether	bona	fide	occupational	qualification	was	applicable.	

3. Identify	and	describe	the	four-step	test	to	determine	whether	national	origin	
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discrimination	has	occurred.	
4. Describe	the	Immigration,	Reform	and	Control	Act	describing	what	documents	are	

needed	in	order	to	comply	with	this	Act.	
Unit	6:	

1. Describe	the	Age	Discrimination	in	Employment	Act	and	provide	the	initial	test	of	
determining	whether	age	discrimination	has	occurred.	

2. Describe	and	assess	a	scenario	(fact	pattern)	involving	the	Older	Workers	Benefit	
Protection	Act,	formulate	a	plan	to	address	the	issues	in	the	scenario	in	the	context	of	a	
layoff	and	describe	why	you	chose	your	plan.	

3. Identify	and	describe	the	various	HR	laws	addressing	disability	discrimination	(e.g.	ADA,	
ADAAA).	

4. Describe	a	scenario	involving	a	reasonable	(and	unreasonable)	accommodation	in	the	
workplace	under	the	ADA.	

Unit	7:	
1. Describe	three	Federal	laws	dealing	with	unions	(e.g.	the	Sherman		Clayton	Act,	Railway	

Labor	Act,	etc.).	
2. Describe	the	roles	(including,	but	not	limited	to,	appropriate	and	inappropriate	conduct)	

of	management,	labor	and	unions	in	the	collective	bargaining	process.	
3. Identify	and	describe	unfair	labor	practices	committed	by	management	and	labor.	
4. Analyze	and	define	the	two-fold	purpose	of	the	Fair	Labor	Standards	Act.	

Unit	8:	
1. Identify	a	detailed	description	of	OSHA	and	the	three	administrative	agencies	created	by	

this	law.	
2. Identify	partial	and	permanent	disability	in	the	workplace	setting.	
3. Identify	the	purpose	of	worker's	compensation	and	the	role	of	the	Workers	

Compensation	Board.	
4. Identify	the	various	Federal	laws	affecting	employee	benefit	plans	(e.g.	ERISA,	COBRA,	

HIPAA).	
5. Identify	a	defined	benefit	and	contribution	plan.	

 

Course Requirements 
Attendance Policy 
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You should plan to work on this course everyday. This means that you absolutely must have 
a reliable and consistent internet connection throughout the duration of the course. This 
also strongly suggests that you should not plan to take any vacations during this course. 
This is a condensed, fast-pace, course and it would be extremely difficult to catch up after a 
prolonged absence.  

 
Online Course 
This is an online course and therefore there will not be any face-to-face class sessions. All 
assignments and course interactions will utilize internet technologies. 
 
Computer Requirements 
This course requires that you have access to a computer that can access the internet. You 
will need to have access to, and be able to use, the following software packages: 

● A web browser (Chrome or Mozilla Firefox MUST BE USED) 
● Adobe Acrobat Reader (free) 
● Adobe Flash Player (free) 
● Microsoft Word 
●  

You are responsible for having a reliable computer and internet connection throughout the 
course.  
Your computer should come with a camera and/or you need to have a camera on your 
phone (for VIDEO self-introductions, presentations, digital meetings, and other activities).  
 
Email and Internet 
You must have an active Doane University e-mail account and access to the Internet. All 
instructor correspondence will be sent to your Doane University e-mail account. Please plan 
on checking your Doane Gmail account regularly (daily) for course related messages. 
 
This course uses Blackboard for the facilitation of communications between faculty and 
students, submission of assignments, and posting of grades. The Blackboard Course Site 
can be accessed at http://bb2.doane.edu 
 
Campus Network or Blackboard Outage 
When access to Blackboard is not available for an extended period of time (greater than one 
entire evening - 6pm until 11pm) you can reasonably expect that the due date for 
assignments will be changed to the next day (assignment still due by midnight).  
 
Attendance/Participation 
Preparation for class means reading the assigned readings & reviewing all information 
required for that week. Attendance in an online course means logging into the Blackboard 
and on a regular basis and participating in the all of activities that are posted in the course. 
 
Studying and Preparation Time 
The course requires you to spend time preparing and completing assignments. A three-
credit course requires 144 hours of student work. Therefore expect to spend approximately 
18 hours a week preparing for and actively participating in this 8-week course.   
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Late or Missed Assignments 
ALL assignments must be finished and turned in to complete the course.  Unless the 
instructor is notified BEFORE the assignment is due and provides an opportunity for the 
student to submit his/her assignment late, points may be taken off for a late assignment.  
 
Rewrites 
Students may request that the instructor review and provide comment on written 
assignments which are turned in on time.  The instructor will provide feedback on the 
assignment for consideration by the student for use in future assignments.  
 
Submitting Assignments 
All assignments, unless otherwise announced by the instructor, MUST be submitted via 
Blackboard. Each assignment will have a designated place to submit the assignment. 
 
Drop and Add dates 
If you feel it is necessary to withdraw from the course, please contact your advisor for full 
details on the types of withdrawals that are available and their procedures. 
 
Subject to change notice 
All material, assignments, and deadlines are subject to change with prior notice.  It is your 
responsibility to stay in touch with your instructor, review the course site regularly, or 
communicate with other students, to adjust as needed if assignments or due dates change. 
 
Academic Integrity 
Doane University expects and requires all its students to act with honesty and integrity, and 
respect the rights of others in carrying out all academic assignments. Academic dishonesty, 
the act of knowingly and willingly attempting or assisting others to gain academic success 
by dishonest means, is manifested in various measures. Gehring, et al, (1986) suggests 
that four categories of academic dishonesty exist1: 

a. Cheating 
b. Fabrication 
c. Facilitating academic dishonesty 
d. Plagiarism 

For more information on academic integrity, please visit the website: 
http://catalog.doane.edu/content.php?catoid=4&navoid=191  

Course Grading 
Grades, Grading Scale, Feedback 
Assignment of letter grades is based on a percentage of points earned. The letter grade will 
correspond with the following percentages achieved.  All course requirements must be 
completed before a grade is assigned. 
 
 A 100 – 90 
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 B 89 – 80 
 C 79 – 70  
 D 69 – 60 
 E 59 and below 
 
See the requirements for the specific Assignments on Blackboard. 

Module	Schedule/Grading	Scheme	
 

● Quizzes	(7	total,	30	points	each)	-	DUE	Sunday	by	11:59	p.m.	(CST)	(20%	of	total	
grade) 

o Quizzes	will	cover	concepts	from	the	assigned	readings.		There	will	be	a	mix	
of	basic	concepts	and	deeper	thinking	questions.		The	quizzes	will	be	timed.	 
	

● Discussion	Board	Entries	(8	total,	10	points	per	assignment)	–	Individual	
responses	due	Wednesday	by	11:59	p.m.	(CST),	peer	responses	due	Friday	by	
11:59	p.m.	(15%	of	total	grade) 

o Every	Forum	assignment	has	two	parts	that	you	MUST	COMPLETE.		 
o The	first	part	of	the	assignment	is	an	individual	response	to	the	posted	

Forum	questions.		The	second	part	of	the	assignment	requires	you	to	reply	to	
AT	LEAST	TWO	of	your	classmates	Forum	posts	(“at	least”	implies	minimum	
effort	and	is	necessary	to	earn	a	grade	of	80%	on	this	assignment,	assuming	
all	postings	are	on	time	and	are	of	quality).		 

o The	discussion	board	is	designed	to	have	students	apply	concepts	learned	in	
the	reading	to	the	questions	presented.		Comments	utilizing	real	world	
experiences	are	welcome.		AS	IS	CIVILITY	AT	ALL	TIMES.		 

o Questions	may	or	may	not	have	a	correct	answer.	 
 

● Journals	(8	total,	10	points	per	assignment)	-	DUE	Friday	by	11:59	p.m.	(CST)	
(20%	of	total	grade) 

o Throughout	this	term	you	will	be	making	regular	journal	entries.		Journaling	
encourages	critical	thinking	and	helps	you	to	cement	the	materials	covered.		
Your	journal	entries	will	be	guided	by	questions	that	are	presented	by	the	
instructor	and	are	designed	to	encourage	you	to	make	entries	that	are	both	
reflective	of	your	learning	and	your	course	journey.		 

 
● Papers	(5	total,	10	points	per	assignment)	-	Due	Saturday	by	11:59	p.m.	(CST)	

(25%	of	total	grade)	 
o Students	will	prepare	papers	of	AT	LEAST	3	pages	in	length,	double	spaced	

with	one	inch	margins.		Papers	will	deal	with	real	world	employment	
situations	(including	employment	cases)	and	will	require	the	student	to	
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answer	questions	by	applying	areas	of	law	covered	in	that	week’s	readings	
and	materials.				 

 
● Video	presentations	(2	total,	10	points	per	assignment)	-	Due	Saturday	by	

11:59	p.m.	(CST)	(5%	of	total	grade)	 
o Your	video	presentation	should	be	presented	in	an	organized	manner	and	

must	address	each	of	the	questions	presented.		Please	feel	free	to	read	from	a	
prepared	script	but	make	sure	the	viewer	is	able	to	see	your	face	during	the	
presentation.		Speak	clearly	and	provide	“sign	posts”	to	the	viewer	when	you	
are	transitioning	to	a	new	question	by	restating	the	questions	presented.		
The	content	of	your	presentation	is	more	important	than	the	manner	in	
which	you	present	it,	so,	enjoy	the	process!		 

o Each	presentation	will	be	between	3-5	minutes.		Watch	your	time!		 
 

● Final	Exam	–	(Comprehensive,	100	points	possible)	–	Due	Saturday,	July	22nd	by	
11:59	p.m.	(CST)(15%	of	total	grade) 

o The	final	exam	will	be	comprehensive	and	the	student	is	responsible	for	all	of	
the	subject	matter	covered	in	the	course. 

Feedback: Please allow 3-5 days for feedback on assignments. This timeframe is 
dependent upon the level of detail that I provide and the number of students in the course. 
I expect you to read my feedback and make changes if needed. If you do not know how to 
look at feedback using the My Grades tool in Blackboard, please contact the Doane 
University Technology Office (see below for contact information) for assistance.  

How to Succeed in this Course 
● Check your Doane email regularly 
● Log in to the course web site daily 
● Communicate with your instructor 
● Create a study schedule so that you don’t fall behind on assignments 
● Work on assignments daily  

Accessibility Statement 
In compliance with the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504, and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, professional disability specialists and support staff at Doane 
University facilitate a comprehensive range of academic support services and 
accommodations for qualified students with disabilities. Doane University staff coordinate 
transition from high schools and community colleges, in-service training for faculty and 
staff, resolution of accessibility issues, community outreach, and collaboration between all 
Doane University regarding disability policies, procedures, and accommodations. 
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Student Conduct Statement 
Students are required to adhere to the behavior standards listed in Doane University 
Policy Manual  
 
Appropriate classroom behavior is defined by the instructor. This includes the number and 
length of  
individual messages online. Course discussion messages should remain focused on the 
assigned discussion topics. Students must maintain a cordial atmosphere and use tact in 
expressing differences of opinion. Inappropriate discussion board messages may be deleted 
if an instructor feels it is necessary. Students will be notified privately that their posting was 
inappropriate. 
 
Student access to the course Send Email feature may be limited or removed if an instructor 
feels that students are sending inappropriate electronic messages to other students in the 
course. 

Technical Support Contact Information 
For technical assistance 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, please contact the Doane University 
Technology Office Help Desk:  
 

Phone: 402-826-8411 
Email: helpdesk@doane.edu 
Web: http://www.doane.edu 

Syllabus Disclaimer 
The instructor views the course syllabus as an educational contract between the instructor 
and students. Every effort will be made to avoid changing the course schedule but the 
possibility exists that unforeseen events will make syllabus changes necessary. The 
instructor reserves the right to make changes to the syllabus as deemed necessary. 
Students will be notified in a timely manner of any syllabus changes via email or in the 
course site Announcements. Please remember to check your Doane University email and the 
course site Announcements daily. 
 


